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Japan Ryugaku Awards
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Achievements bring to light further areas for growth
In recent years Japan has seen an increase
in international students attending universities, vocational schools and language
schools in Japan. Many educational institutions have responded to this trend by
streamlining their admissions procedures
and implementing support programs to
make life easier for international students.
Among these institutions are those that
go above and beyond in their support of
international students with exemplary
academic programs, extensive Japanese
language curriculum and quality-of-life support. To recognize the accomplishments of
these universities and vocational schools,
the Association for the Promotion of Japanese Language Education hosts the Japan
Ryugaku (study abroad) Awards, conferring awards to institutions that make considerable efforts in assisting international
students.
The Association for the Promotion of
Japanese Language Education launched the
Japan Ryugaku Awards in 2012 in order to
boost the number of international students
in the wake of the Great East Japan Earthquake and tsunami of March 2011. Many
students at Japanese language schools
returned to their home countries at the
time. Since then, language schools have
selected award recipients based on numerous criteria, such as providing easy-tounderstand materials, establishing separate
tracks for international students, simplifying application procedures and developing a support system to help students find
jobs in Japan. By also establishing criteria
to assess institutions’ accommodations
for international students, the association
hopes to provide a framework that schools
and universities can use to improve their
learning environments.
This year marked the eighth Japan
Ryugaku Awards ceremony, held at the
National Olympics Memorial Youth Center
in Tokyo’s Shibuya Ward on Aug. 3. The ceremony was attended by faculty and staff of

universities and language schools, as well as
related business representatives.
This year, 161 language schools submitted
466 votes to select 50 institutions across
five categories: vocational schools, private
liberal arts departments, private science
departments, public universities and graduate schools. Ten institutions separated into
west Japan and east Japan divisions were
awarded within each category. A grand
prize was awarded to one institution in
each division.
In the vocational school category, Tokyo
International Business College received the
east grand prize and Tsuji Culinary Institute,
the west grand prize. Concerning private
liberal arts departments, Toyo University
received the east grand prize and Kwansei
Gakuin University, the west grand prize.
In the category for private science departments, Shibaura Institute of Technology
won the east grand prize and Kindai University earned the west grand prize. In the
national university category, Yokohama
University received the east grand prize
and Osaka University, the west grand prize.
Lastly, in the graduate school category,
Hitotsubashi University received the east
grand prize and Ritsumeikan University,
the west grand prize.
In addition to acknowledging the
achievements of vocational schools and
universities, the Japan Ryugaku Awards
presents an opportunity to address issues
concerning non-Japanese students. One
area touched upon in this year’s ceremony
was how institutions should evaluate prospective students’ Japanese language ability.
It is commonly accepted that prospective students must pass level N2 of the
Japanese Language Proficiency Test (JLPT)
before entering a program conducted in
Japanese. It is observed, however, that
students who have passed this exam still
have trouble understanding their instructors and classmates. Meanwhile, students
from China or Korea who have prior

On the right are introductions to six recipient schools of the Japan
Ryugaku Awards, recognized for their excellence in
supporting international
students this year. One
school has also entered the
Hall of Fame after being
awarded the grand prize
for five consecutive years.

knowledge of kanji reflect a much greater
success rate in passing these exams than
students from other regions who don’t
have any previous knowledge of kanji.
Japanese language schools generally teach
their curriculum over the course of two
years, but students from different regions
will find themselves at completely different levels by the end of the curriculum
due to the aforementioned factors. This
demonstrates the limitations of a onesize-fits-all approach to establishing a
curriculum. The association hopes these
observations will lead to new approaches
in addressing the issue.
Japan’s educational environment has
undergone several developments since the
Japan Ryugaku Awards held its first ceremony in 2012. For one, language schools
have received more recognition in society.
Language schools comprise a major part of
the educational ecosystem for international
students. School staff are intimately aware
of enrollment procedures for universities
and vocational schools as they often guide
their own students through the application
submission process, which makes them
uniquely qualified to select recipients of the
Japan Ryugaku Awards.
Reflecting on these changes, Principal of
Yoshida Institute of Japanese Language Hatsue Ichijo said, “When we first started these
awards, Japanese language schools didn’t
receive a lot of recognition. As a result,
society didn’t acknowledge the accomplishments of these schools’ students
or teachers. This has changed, however,
with more of society now acknowledging
the important role of Japanese language
schools.”
During the ceremony, the association
noted that while vocational schools and
private liberal arts departments communicate exceptionally well with language
schools, national universities and science
departments have considerable room for
improvement in this area. Ichijo observed

Award winners pose at the eighth Japan Ryugaku Awards ceremony, held at the National Olympics Memorial Youth Center in Tokyo’s Shibuya
Ward on Aug. 3. committee of japan ryugaku awards

that this situation may be in part due to
the way in which these institutions weigh
Japanese language ability when evaluating
prospective students.
“At national universities, for example,
many students can enroll without any
Japanese language ability. National universities tend to offer more scholarships
than private institutions and many of them
value English language ability over Japanese language ability. This means students
are able to enroll in these universities and
receive scholarships without knowing any
Japanese. I assume the goal of these universities and the government that funds

them is to attract exceptional individuals
who will work in Japan after graduating,”
she said. “However, if these students don’t
understand Japanese, they’ll likely leave
Japan and take their expertise elsewhere.
Therefore, I think it’s important that these
institutions give more weight to Japanese
language ability and more consideration
to students attending Japanese language
schools. There’s this notion that Japanese is
too difficult to learn. But this isn’t true, and I
hope this attitude will change.”
Ichijo emphasized the important role
Japanese language schools play in cultivating individuals who can truly assimilate

into Japanese society. “Japanese language
schools tend to make the news every now
and then, but it’s usually negative coverage.
The media will cover a scandal concerning
a particular school, but they won’t highlight
the many students who have graduated
from language schools and developed successful careers in Japan,” she said. “I hope
society can pay more attention to these
students and, in return, learn about the
important role Japanese language schools
play in cultivating productive members
of society who go on to attend vocational
schools or universities and develop careers
in Japan.”

Japan Electronics College

Shibaura Institute of Technology (SIT)

Tokyo Metropolitan University

Established in 1951, we have seen
more than 110,000 graduates join
companies around the world.
More than 600 students from
abroad are learning at our college,
and we have foreign students from 28
countries at present.
Principal Sekai Funayama
Every year, more than 90 percent
of students from abroad succeed in getting a job in Japan.
We’ll support you in technological learning, life and getting a
job. We are looking forward to meeting you!

The faculty and staff will make
every effort to make your days
at SIT prosperous and successful.
At the same time, we hope you
will spend your time being eager
and enthusiastic. Do not underestimate your own potential. You
may be surprised how much you
can do when you really try. Don’t President Masato Murakami
listen to discouraging advice and don’t give up easily. Keep your
goal high.

TMU, as the only public university of
the Tokyo Metropolis, offers quality
education based on research prowess
with rich academic resources in Tokyo.
We have seven faculties and seven
graduate schools that provide international students with an ideal study
Vice President/Executive
environment.
Director of the International
Almost all international students are Center Masao Ayabe
granted tuition waivers and scholarships. We look forward to welcoming you!

Tokyo Denki University

Tokai University

Yokohama National University

Since its foundation, TDU has made
significant contributions to society,
especially in science and technology. TDU provides assistance to help
international students with their
academic and personal lives. The
International Center and on-campus Director of International Center
Makoto Shishido
lounges offer various support and
host many events. TDU also furnishes learning and career support to international students. Additionally, scholarships and
financial support for them are available.

Tokai University, enrolling more than
1,300 international students from 49
countries as of May 1, provides various support for international students,
including advice on academics and
career, health consultation, tutoring
Executive Director of Intersystem and scholarship. It also proEducation Center
motes international exchanges in aca- national
Yoshio Yamamoto
demics, culture and sports. It will aim
to earn a reputation as an excellent international university and
continues to educate its students to be global human resources.

Yokohama National University, where
foreign students account for 10 percent
of its entire 10,000-student enrollment,
offers a variety of services for non-Japanese students. These include scholarships arranged by Yokohama National
University, four dormitories mainly for
President Yuichi Hasebe
foreign students, support for job hunting at Japanese companies, consultation on daily life, studies and
job hunting in collaboration with various organizations and student groups, as well as support on Japanese language and culture.

We promise you a bright future

Contribution through technology

Go abroad and see the world

Nurturing global human resources

Pursue an ideal state of humanity

Be active, innovative, open, global
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Japan Ryugaku Awards
2019 Ryugaku Award winners
• Hall of Fame (Schools that have won grand prizes for five consecutive years)
Japan Electronics College (inducted in 2016), Waseda University’s graduate school (inducted in 2017), Fukui University
of Technology (inducted in 2018), Ashikaga University (inducted in 2018)
• Grand prize winners
Senmon gakko (vocational schools) category
Tokyo International Business College, Tsuji Culinary Institute
Private university bunkei (humanities, social studies, literature, etc.) category
Toyo University, Kwansei Gakuin University
Private university rikei (science, math, engineering, etc.) category
Shibaura Institute of Technology, Kindai University
Public university category
Yokohama National University, Osaka University
Graduate school category
Hitotsubashi University’s graduate school, Ritsumeikan University graduate school
• Award winners
Senmon Gakko (vocational schools) category
Tokyo International Business College, Chuo Computer & Communication College, Nippon Omotenashi College, Nihon Kogakuin College, Waseda-Bunri College of Arts & Sciences, Art College Kobe, Ehle Institute, Syusei
Technical College, Tokyo International Business College Kobe Campus, Tsuji Culinary Institute
Private university bunkei (humanities, social studies, literature, etc.) category
Shobi University, Seigakuin University, Takushoku University, Toyo University, Hosei University, Kansai University, Kwansei Gakuin University, Nagoya University of Economics, University of Marketing and Distribution
Sciences, Ritsumeikan University
Private university rikei (science, math, engineering, etc.) category
Shibaura Institute of Technology, Tokai University, Tokyo Denki University, Tokyo University of Science,
Waseda University, Kindai University, Osaka Institute of Technology, Osaka Sangyo University, Nagahama
Institute of Bio-Science and Technology, Ritsumeikan University
Public university category
Tokyo Metropolitan University, Chiba University, Tsukuba University, Tokyo Institute of Technology, Yokohama National University, Osaka University, Kyoto University, Osaka Kyoiku University, Shizuoka University,
Kobe University
Graduate school category
Tsukuba University’s graduate school, Hitotsubashi University’s graduate school, Aoyama Gakuin University’s
graduate school, Yokohama National University’s graduate school, Hosei University’s graduate school, Kansai
University’s graduate school, Kyoto College of Graduate Studies for Informatics, Doshisha University’s graduate school, Japan Advanced Institute of Science and Technology, Ritsumeikan University’s graduate school

A pro-democracy demonstrator sports dual masks during a rally at Causeway Bay in Hong Kong on Sunday. REUTERS

With city paralyzed, top court rules against pro-democracy lawmakers

H.K. rejects mask challenge
HONG KONG
AFP-JIJI

A Hong Kong court rejected on Sunday a
challenge to an emergency law criminalizing
protesters wearing face masks, and democracy activists hit the streets again in defiance
of the ban despite half the city’s subway stations remaining closed.
Thousands of protesters have staged
unsanctioned flash-mob rallies across —
some vandalizing subway stations and shops
— after Hong Kong’s leader outlawed face
coverings at protests, invoking colonial-era
emergency powers not used in half a century.
Pro-democracy lawmakers went to the
High Court on Sunday seeking an emergency
injunction against the ban, arguing the emergency powers bypassed the legislature and
contravened the city’s mini-constitution.
But a senior judge dismissed their injunction demand.
As the ruling was being delivered, two
unsanctioned rallies were kicking off on
both sides of Victoria Harbour, with thousands of masked protesters gathering in torrential downpours.

After four months of huge and increasingly violent protests, the city’s unelected
pro-Beijing leader, Chief Executive Carrie
Lam, invoked a sweeping colonial-era law on
Friday allowing her to make “any regulations
whatsoever” during a time of public danger.
She used it to ban masks — which protesters have used to hide their identity or protect
from tear gas — and warned she would use
the powers to make new regulations if the
unrest did not abate.
Opponents and protesters saw it as the
start of a slippery slope tipping the international finance hub into authoritarianism.
“I would say this is one of the most important constitutional cases in the history of
Hong Kong,” lawmaker Dennis Kwok told
reporters before the ruling.
At a news conference late Saturday, he had
said: “This is a Henry VIII situation. This is
basically ‘I say what is law ... and I say when
that ceases to be law.’ That’s not how our
constitution works. We say that she doesn’t
have such powers, that she cannot avoid” the
Legislative Council.
The rallies were ignited by a nowscrapped plan to allow extraditions to the

mainland, which fueled fears of an erosion
of liberties promised under the 50-year “one
country, two systems” model China agreed
on ahead of the 1997 handover by Britain.
Lam has refused major concessions but
struggled to come up with any political
solution, leaving police and demonstrators
to fight increasingly violent battles as the city
tips into recession.
The worst clashes to date erupted on Tuesday as China celebrated 70 years of Communist Party rule, with a teenager shot and
wounded by police as he attacked an officer.
A 14-year-old boy was then shot and
wounded Friday night when a plainclothes
police officer, who was surrounded by a mob
of protesters throwing gasoline bombs, fired
his sidearm.
“The anti-face mask law is the first step,”
said Hosun Lee, a protester in Causeway Bay,
saying he feared more laws under the emergency order are on the way.
Protester demands include an independent inquiry into the police, an amnesty for
the more than 2,000 people arrested and universal suffrage — all requests rejected by Lam
and Beijing.

New cardinals
set direction of
Catholic Church
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Pope Francis installed new cardinals on Saturday, putting his stamp on the future of
the Roman Catholic Church with men who
share his vision for social justice, the rights of
immigrants and dialogue with Islam.
Ten of the 13 bishops elevated to the high
rank are under the age of 80 and so are eligible to vote in a conclave to elect a new pope
from their ranks.
Francis has now appointed more than half
of the 128 cardinal electors, increasing the
possibility that the next pope will continue
his progressive policies.
Over six years he has appointed more cardinal electors than those still alive who were
named by former Pope Benedict and the late
Pope John Paul combined.
At a ceremony known as consistory in St.
Peter’s Basilica, Francis gave the new cardinals their trademark red biretta hat and
asked them to always be compassionate
with others and loyal.
The geographical distribution of the new
cardinal electors reflects Francis’s desire to
give more clout to small national churches
outside of Europe and North America.
Nearly 50 percent of the cardinal electors
now come from the developing world.
“I think that the pope wanted to make visible the churches that were almost invisible,”
said Cardinal Cristobal Lopez Romero, of
Rabat, the capital of Morocco, which is overwhelmingly Muslim. Romero, 67, is one of
four new cardinal electors who are steeped
in experience with Islam.
Clerics who have fought for social justice
and defended the rights of the poor and
immigrants were also prominent among
the new cardinals.
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Buyers choose pigs at a wholesale market in Nanning, China, on Sept. 16. Bloomberg

In China, pigs as big as polar bears
Beijing
Bloomberg

In a farm deep in the southern region of
China lives a pig that is as heavy as a polar
bear. The 500-kilogram (1,100-pound) animal is part of a herd that is being bred to
become giant swine.
At slaughter, some of the pigs can
sell for more than 10,000 yuan ($1,400),
over three times higher than the average
monthly disposable income in Nanning,
the capital of Guangxi province, where
the farm’s owner, Pang Cong, lives.
While Pang’s pigs may be an extreme
example of the lengths farmers are going
to fill China’s swelling pork shortage
problem, the idea that bigger is better has
been spreading across the country, home
to the world’s most voracious consumers
of the meat.
High pork prices in the northeastern
province of Jilin are prompting farmers
to raise pigs to reach an average weight of
175 to 200 kilograms, higher than the nor-

mal weight of 125 kilograms. They want
to raise them “as big as possible,” said
Zhao Hailin, a hog farmer in the region.
The trend isn’t limited to small farms.
Major protein producers in China are trying to increase the average weight of their
pigs. The average weight of pigs at slaughter at some large-scale farms has climbed
to as much as 140 kilograms.
The large swine are being bred during
a desperate time for China. With African swine fever decimating the nation’s
hog herd — in half, by some estimates
— prices of pork have soared to record
levels, leading the government to urge
farmers to boost production.
Chinese Vice Premier Hu Chunhua has
warned that the supply situation will be
“extremely severe” through to the first half
of 2020. China will face a pork shortage
of 10 million tons this year — more than
what is available in global trade, meaning
it needs to increase production domestically, he said.

